Introduction {#s1}
============

Exposure to a severely traumatic event leads to the expression of a syndrome termed post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), which is observed in 28--50% of known trauma survivors (e.g., combat experience, crime victims) and affects around 7% of the population (Nemeroff et al., [@B21]). The development and expression of PTSD is a complex process, involving predisposing factors along with physiological, behavioral, emotional, and cognitive changes that emerge after trauma (Nugent et al., [@B22]; Afifi et al., [@B3]). However, progress in identifying these factors has been hampered by ethical limitations associated with human research. For example, humans cannot be randomly assigned to trauma, and importantly, the invasive techniques required to study the pathophysiology of PTSD can only be used in animals. Thus, a promising approach toward understanding the pathophysiology of PTSD would be to study the disease in a valid animal model of the human syndrome.

To this end, we have begun testing the validity of a rat model of PTSD. In this model, Lewis rats are exposed to a predatory threat. Importantly, this threat does not cause a general increase in anxiety expressed by all rats (Goswami et al., [@B12]). Instead, it leads to extreme and persistent behavioral manifestations of anxiety in a subset of rats (termed PTSD-like rats), while other rats (called Resilient) show no long-term consequences of the stressor (Cohen et al., [@B8],[@B9]). Compared to Resilient rats, PTSD-like rats are impaired at the extinction of classically conditioned fear responses (Goswami et al., [@B12]). Importantly, as in human PTSD (Milad et al., [@B18]), this impairment develops as a result of trauma exposure and does not predate it (Goswami et al., [@B12]). While these results are promising, further testing of the model\'s validity is warranted.

Human imaging studies indicate that individuals with PTSD have smaller hippocampal volumes (Gilbertson et al., [@B10]; Bremner et al., [@B7]; Kitayama et al., [@B14]; Wang et al., [@B35]) and exhibit impaired performance on hippocampal-dependent tasks (for instance, see Shin et al., [@B32]; Lindauer et al., [@B16]; Gilbertson et al., [@B11]; Thomaes et al., [@B34]; Hayes et al., [@B13]; reviewed in Samuelson, [@B28]). Interestingly, studies of monozygotic twins discordant for combat exposure have revealed that these hippocampal abnormalities were present in identical twins that had not been exposed to trauma, suggesting that they predate onset of the disorder (Gilbertson et al., [@B10], [@B11]). Therefore, the present study was undertaken to test whether the Lewis rat model of PTSD reproduces the hippocampal-dependent behavioral deficit observed in human PTSD, and whether it can be detected before the rats are exposed to predatory threat.

Thus, prior to predatory threat, we tested separate groups of Lewis rats on three types of recognition memory tasks that varied in the types of clues the rats could use to identify item novelty: identity of the objects or their location in ego- or allo-centric coordinates. Since the latter is known to depend on hippocampal functioning (Langston and Wood, [@B15]), one would expect rats predisposed to PTSD to show greater recognition deficits when identifying item novelty based on allocentric encoding. After the completion of the tasks, rats were exposed to predatory threat, and long-term anxiety-like behavior was assessed 7-d later on the elevated plus maze (EPM). As in previous studies (Cohen et al., [@B8],[@B9]; Goswami et al., [@B12]), exploratory behavior on the EPM was used to classify rats as PTSD-like (rats that spent zero time in the open arms) vs. Resilient (rats that explored the open arms).

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Rutgers University, in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (DHHS). Our subjects were male Lewis rats (starting weight of 225--250 g; Charles River Laboratories, New Field, NJ) that were housed individually. The rats had continuous access to food and water and were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle. Prior to the experiments, they were habituated to the animal facility for one week.

Open field test
---------------

Performance on the object memory tasks used here not only depends on visual, mnemonic, and spatial orientation abilities, but also anxiety levels and exploratory behavior. Thus, to assess whether Resilient vs. PTSD-like rats differ in these two latter respects, we tested a group of naïve Lewis rats (*n* = 81) in the open field (OF) prior to predatory threat. Our OF apparatus was a square box (1 × 1 m) surrounded by walls, 60 cm high. Red lines drawn on the floor divided the environment in 36 squares of equal area. Rats were placed one at a time at the center of this novel environment and left to explore it under dim light for 5 min. Their exploratory behaviors were recorded on videotape. The next day, the rats were subjected to predatory threat, and one week later, tested on the EPM, as described below.

Object and object-place recognition tasks
-----------------------------------------

We subjected different samples of Lewis rats to one of three tasks commonly used to assess various forms of recognition memory in rodents (e.g., Mumby, [@B20]; Langston and Wood, [@B15]). In these tasks, preferential exploration of the novel relative to the familiar items is used to assess recognition memory. In each of the three tasks, rats were subjected to a 5 min sample phase and a 5 min test phase, separated by a 2 min inter-phase interval during which they were returned to their home cage. In the first task, the novel object recognition task (NOR), rats were exposed to (and could freely explore) two identical novel objects. Subsequently, during the inter-phase interval, one of the previously explored objects (i.e., familiar) was replaced with a novel one, and the rats were given 5 min to freely explore these objects during the test phase. Thus, the rats\' exploratory behavior during the test phase was driven by object identity. In contrast, in the next two tasks, the egocentric (EOR) or allocentric (AOR) object recognition tasks, rats were exposed to two distinct and novel objects during the sample phase. During the inter-phase interval, one of the two objects presented during the sample phase was replaced with an identical copy of the remaining object. Thus, the novel location of a previously encountered object should determine the rats\' exploratory behavior. However, because the rats\' starting positions in the sample and test phases were identical in the EOR task, but different in the AOR task, the rats could rely on different frames of reference to identify the novel location of the familiar object: egocentric in the EOR task and allocentric in the AOR task. Since the latter is dependent on hippocampal functioning (Langston and Wood, [@B15]), one would expect rats with hippocampal deficits to display less preferential exploration of the novel object-place configuration in the AOR task.

### Aspects common to all tasks

The apparatus and habituation procedures used in the three tasks were identical. All object recognition experiments were conducted in an arena made of black Plexiglas (76 by 76 cm, with walls 60 cm high), under red light illumination. Objects were secured to the floor of the arena with Velcro, 5 cm away from the corners. Objects used in these tasks included plastic beach toys, mugs, aluminum cans, bottles, and pencil holders. Pilot tests showed that the objects used were of similar interest to Lewis rats. This was confirmed in the actual experiments where the time exploring the different objects during the sampling phase did not differ. In particular, less than ± 4 s deviation was seen between maximal and minimal exploration times of individual objects relative to the average exploration time of all objects used within each task. Active exploration of these objects included behaviors such as touching the objects with the nose or paws. In addition, three-dimensional objects were secured to the walls of the arena to provide the rats with visual spatial cues. On Day 0, the rats were habituated to the test apparatus for 20 min with no objects present. This was followed by a second 20 min period of habituation with two identical objects secured at the northeast and northwest corners. After each trial, the testing arena was wiped clean with a 20% ethanol solution to eliminate odor cues.

### Novel object recognition (NOR) task (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"})

In this task, the sample and test phases were carried out 24 h after habituation. *Sample phase*: two identical objects were secured near the north wall. Rats were placed in the arena facing the south wall (away from the objects) and given 5 min to explore the objects. *Inter-phase interval*: rats were placed in their home cage for 2 min. During this time, one object was replaced with a novel object. The location of the replaced object was counterbalanced across subjects. *Test Phase*: rats were placed back into the arena facing the south wall and given 5 min to explore the objects. A total of 31 rats were subjected to the NOR task.

![**Experimental paradigm. (A)** In the novel object recognition (NOR) task, rats were first presented with two identical objects (sample phase, 5 min, left), and returned to their home cage for 2 min. During this period, one of the two objects was replaced with a novel object whose location (east or west) was varied randomly across subjects. During the test phase (right), the rats were allowed to explore the two objects for 5 min. The rats\' starting positions in the sample and test phases were identical: facing the south wall. **(B)** In the egocentric (EOR) and allocentric (AOR) object-place recognition tasks, all aspects of the sample phase were identical: the rats were presented with two novel objects. As for the NOR task, they faced the south wall at the start of this sample phase. After a 5 min exploration period, the rats were returned to their home cage for 2 min. During this period, one object was replaced with an identical copy of the other. The position of this object duplicate was counterbalanced across trials. In the EOR task, the starting position of the rat was identical to that used in the sample phase (facing the south wall, blue arrow). In the AOR task, the rats\' starting position varied across trials (facing the east or west wall, black arrow). Four such trials were conducted, on four consecutive days.](fnbeh-06-00026-g0001){#F1}

### Egocentric object-place recognition (EOR) task (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"})

Starting 24 h after habituation, each rat experienced one trial per day on four consecutive days. The sample and test phases were separated by a 2 min interval on each trial. *Sample Phase*: rats were placed in the arena facing the south wall and given 5 min to explore two different objects. *Inter-phase Interval*: rats were placed in their home cage for 2 min. During this time, one object was replaced by a second copy (duplicate) of the remaining object. *Test Phase*: The rats were placed facing the south wall and given 5 min to explore the new object-place configuration. A total of 36 rats were subjected to the EOR task.

### Allocentric object-place recognition (AOR) task (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"})

A total of 48 rats were subjected to the AOR task. In this task, all aspects of the protocol were identical to the EOR task except for the positioning of the rats at the start of the test phase. Instead of starting the trials facing the south wall, rats were placed facing either the east or west wall (two trials each) and given 5 min to explore the new object-place configuration. As a result, the only difference between the EOR and AOR tasks is that in the first case the rats could use an egocentric frame of reference to identify the novel item location whereas in the second, they had to rely on an allocentric frame of reference.

### Inclusion criteria and measured variables

In order for the rats\' behavior to be considered on a given test trial, they had to have explored both objects for at least 5 s during the sample phase. In the NOR task, if a subject did not meet this criterion, a second trial was conducted the next day. In the EOR and AOR tasks, if a subject did not meet this criterion, the rat\'s behavior on that trial was ignored. This occurred rarely (EOR, 2 trials; AOR, 3 trials). Time spent exploring the two objects in the sample and test phases was scored off-line by experienced observers blind to the rat\'s phenotype, that is, whether the rats had been classified as Resilient or PTSD-like based on their exploratory behavior in the EPM (see below).

Note that the number of trials in the NOR vs. AOR and EOR tasks differs. In the AOR task, because the rats\' starting position differs in the sample and test phase, it is standard practice to run four trials, allowing counterbalancing of the difference in starting positions between the sample and test phases as well as left or right location of replaced objects. The same is done in the egocentric version of the object-place task to facilitate comparisons of the results in the EOR and AOR versions of the task. In contrast, the NOR task did not require such a design, as rats always started in the same position.

Predatory threat
----------------

One day after completion of the tasks, rats underwent predatory threat. Because we wanted to replicate the approach used in two earlier studies on Lewis rats (Cohen et al., [@B8]; Goswami et al., [@B12]), predatory threat involved placing the rats on soiled cat litter (48 h use period; sifted for stool; obtained from male cats) for 10 min in a standard plastic rat cage with a plastic mesh top. Previously, it was shown that rodents exposed to predators or their odor develops extreme and long lasting (≥3weeks) manifestations of anxiety (Adamec and Shallow, [@B2]; Blanchard et al., [@B4]; Adamec et al., [@B1]). The inherent strength of this species relevant stimulus was demonstrated in studies where predator odor served as an unconditioned stimulus to support cued or contextual fear conditioning (Blanchard et al., [@B5]; McGregor et al., [@B17]).

Elevated plus maze (EPM)
------------------------

The EPM test was conducted one week after predatory threat. The EPM consisted of four Plexiglas arms (0.6 m in length, 0.1 m in width) arranged in a plus pattern, and elevated 0.6 m from the floor. Two of the arms had a black floor and black walls (0.3 m high). The other two had a white floor and no walls. The animals were placed in the center of the EPM, facing an open arm, and allowed to explore the maze for 5 min under red light illumination. A video camera positioned above the EPM recorded the rats\' behavior.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavior of resilient and PTSD-like rats in the open field
----------------------------------------------------------

A total of 81 Lewis rats were tested in the OF, subjected to predatory threat the next day, and tested on the EPM one week later. In this and following experiments, exploratory behavior in the EPM was used to classify the rats in two groups, as initially proposed by Cohen et al. ([@B8]). Rats that displayed extremely compromised exploratory behavior in the EPM (zero time in the open arms) were classified as "PTSD-like" (44 rats or 54%) whereas rats that explored the open arms for any amount of time were classified as "Resilient" (37 rats or 46%). The incidence of the PTSD-like phenotype in this sample is consistent with that found in previous studies using the same paradigm (45--50%; Cohen et al., [@B8]; Goswami et al., [@B12]), and much higher than in naïve Lewis rats (not subjected to predatory threat; 13%; Goswami et al., [@B12]). Importantly, by comparing various measures of anxiety in naïve vs. Resilient rats, the latter study determined that predatory threat did not cause a general increase in anxiety expressed by all subjects, but the emergence of extreme behavioral manifestations of anxiety in a subset of susceptible Lewis rats.

As shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we compared the behavior of PTSD-like and Resilient rats in the OF (prior to predatory threat) along eight different dimensions that included measures thought to assess anxiety levels (e.g., time in periphery) as well as measures of global locomotor activity (e.g., total numbers of corners or quadrants visited). A One-Way MANOVA revealed no significant group differences (Wilks\' λ~(9,\ 69)~ = 1.34, *p* = 0.232). These negative results suggest that if behavioral differences are detected between Resilient and PTSD-like rats in the object or object-place recognition tasks, they are unlikely to reflect disparities in exploratory behaviors or anxiety levels.

###### 

**Comparison between the behavior of resilient and PTSD-like rats in the open field**.

                                **Resilient (*n* = *35*)**   **PTSD-like (*n* = *44*)**
  ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  Time in the center            37.26±7.77                   41.57±9.86
  Time in the periphery         261.57±7.82                  256.57±9.90
  Latency to leave the center   31.51±6.56                   39.16±9.94
  Number of stretch attends     6.60±0.65                    6.43±0.5
  Number of rears               6.31±0.63                    6.34±0.58
  Number of corners visited     5.74±0.86                    4.98±0.76
  Number of quadrants visited   5.91±0.81                    4.98±0.73
  Time in the corners           223±9.62                     233.93±9.78

Values are expressed in seconds. Note that two resilient rats had to be excluded due to technical difficulties with the camera.

Incidence of resilient and PTSD-like rats in the three tasks
------------------------------------------------------------

Distinct samples of Lewis rats were tested in the three object or object-place recognition tasks (NOR, *n* = 31; EOR, *n* = 36; AOR; *n* = 48). Two days after task completion, they were subjected to predatory threat and tested on the EPM one week later. We aimed to obtain samples that included at least 8--12 PTSD-like rats for each task. Every week, 4--8 rats underwent the paradigm until we reached the target number of PTSD-like rats for each task. However, unexpected differences in the incidence of the PTSD-like phenotype in the three tasks required that different sample sizes be used to reach the target of 8--12 PTSD-like rats in the three tasks.

Indeed, the incidence of the PTSD-like vs. Resilient phenotypes differed markedly between groups (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Chi-square test, *p* = 0.002). In the NOR sample, 39% of Lewis rats (or 12 rats of 31) exhibited the PTSD-like phenotype, consistent with the high incidence seen in earlier studies (Cohen et al., [@B8]; Goswami et al., [@B12]) and in the sample used for the OF test. In contrast, the incidence of PTSD-like rats was 25% in the EOR (or 9 rats of 36) and AOR (or 12 rats of 48) tasks (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, it appears that some aspect of the EOR or AOR tasks, perhaps the increased handling of the rats, reduces the incidence of the PTSD-like phenotype. Consistent with this, when we compared the rat groups subjected to little (OF, NOR) or more extensive handling (EOR, AOR), a significant difference in the relative incidence of the PTSD-like and Resilient phenotypes was observed (Chi-square test, *p* = 0.0004). This phenomenon is reminiscent of prior studies that described how some stressors or early life experiences can have protective effects on subsequent susceptibility to emotional challenges (Parker and Maestripieri, [@B25]).

![**Incidence of PTSD-like phenotype and common patterns of exploratory behavior across the NOR, EOR, and AOR tasks. (A)** Different samples of rats were tested on the EPM one week after predatory threat and classified as PTSD-like if they failed to explore the open arms. Depending on the sample (*n*\'s above each bar), prior to predatory threat, the rats were either subjected to the open field test (OF) or one of the object (NOR) or object-place recognition (EOR, AOR) tasks. **(B)** Total time exploring objects during the sample phase of the three tasks in Resilient (blue) vs. PTSD-like (red) rats. Data obtained in the three rat samples is combined on the right (ALL). **(C)** Time exploring novel **(C1)** or familiar **(C2)** item during the first (F) and last minute (L) of the testing phase in Resilient (blue) vs. PTSD-like (red) rats. **(D)** Fluctuations in time spent exploring the novel (solid circles and continuous line) or familiar (empty circles and dashed line) item during the test phase of the AOR task. The data is plotted in 30 s bins.](fnbeh-06-00026-g0002){#F2}

Common patterns of exploratory behaviors in the NOR, EOR, and AOR tasks
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The exploratory behavior of Lewis rats on the various tasks was similar in many respects. We first describe these similarities and then highlight differences between PTSD-like and Resilient rats. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the time spent by Resilient (blue) and PTSD-like (red) rats exploring the objects during the 5 min sampling period. A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) using task identity (NOR, EOR, AOR) and behavioral phenotype (PTSD-like, Resilient) as between factors revealed no main effects of task \[*F* = 1.61, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.21\] or phenotype \[*F* = 1.64, *df* = 1, *p* = 0.20\] and no interactions between task and phenotype \[*F* = 2.45, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.09\]. Consistent with this, we found no significant difference in total exploration of the objects between Resilient and PTSD-like rats during the sample phase of all tasks were combined (*t*-test, *t* = −1.54, *df* = 112, *p* = 0.13).

In studies using object or object-place recognition tasks, it is customary to compare exploration of the novel and familiar objects (or object-place configurations) over the entire test phase. However, this approach assumes that the pattern of exploration is consistent across the duration of the test phase. We tested this assumption by comparing exploration of the novel (Figure [2C1](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and familiar items (Figure [2C2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) during the first (F, left) and last (L, right) minute of the test phases in the three tasks. As shown in Figures [2C1,2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, irrespective of group identity, Lewis rats spent a similar amount of time exploring the novel and familiar items during the test phase of the three tasks. Also, there was an overall tendency for the subjects to spend more time exploring the objects early than late in the 5 min testing period, irrespective of task or phenotype. However, the latter trend appeared to be differentially expressed in relation to the novel (Figure [2C1](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) vs. familiar (Figure [2C2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) items. In particular, the difference between early and late exploration times was markedly higher for the novel than the familiar item. This was confirmed by a 3 (task) by 2 (phenotype) by 2 (object identity) by 2 (exploration period) MANOVA using task identity (NOR, EOR, AOR) and behavioral phenotype (PTSD-like, Resilient), as between factors and object identity (novel, familiar) and exploration period (early, late) as within-subject factors. This revealed a main effect of object identity \[*F* = 26.6, *df* = 1, *p* \< 0.001\] and exploration period \[*F* = 46.6, *df* = 1, *p* \< 0.001\] with a significant interaction between them \[*F* = 8.6, *df* = 1, *p* = 0.004\], but no effect of phenotype \[*F* = 0.5, *df* = 1, *p* = 0.51\]. There was also a main effect of task \[*F* = 3.8, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.025\] such that rats showed lower exploration times of the novel and familiar items in the NOR as compared to both EOR and AOR tasks (Scheffe, *p*\'*s* \< 0.015). However, there was no interaction with phenotype (Task-Phenotype interaction \[*F* = 0.05, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.95\]).

Overall, the above suggests that irrespective of behavioral phenotype, Lewis rats spend more time exploring the items early than late in the test phase and that this effect is more pronounced for the novel items. A better appreciation of this non-uniformity can be gained by examining Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} where we plot fluctuations in the exploration times of the novel (solid line) vs. familiar (dashed line) object-place configurations for all rats subjected to the AOR task. In this and other tasks, it is obvious that preferential exploration of the novel item is maximal during the early part of the test phase and that it decays later. Importantly, exploration of the novel and familiar items becomes nearly indistinguishable toward the end of the test phase. Thus, in order to enhance the sensitivity of comparisons between novel vs. familiar item explorations, it is important to target the early portion of the test phase.

Task-dependent differences in relative time exploring novel vs. familiar items
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A frequently used approach to quantify differential object exploration in NOR, EOR, and AOR tasks is to compute a discrimination index (DI). The DI normalizes differences in exploration times between novel and familiar items by the combined exploration time of both items. This minimizes the impact of inter-individual differences in locomotor activity. The DI is computed using the following equation: (Novel -- Familiar)/(Novel + Familiar). We adopted this approach to compare the exploratory behavior of Resilient and PTSD-like rats during the test phase of the three tasks. However, note that DIs were not normally distributed in two of the three tasks (Kolmogorov--Smirnov tests, *p* \< 0.05). Thus, non-parametric statistical tests are used to assess this data.

Because differential exploration of the novel and familiar items was maximal during the first 1.5 min of the task (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we used the data obtained during this period to compare the two groups (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}: Resilient, blue; PTSD-like, red). In all three tasks, Lewis rats had positive average DIs indicating preferential exploration of the novel items irrespective of the type of information required to assess item familiarity/novelty. This was confirmed by comparing the proportion of rats with DIs \> or ≤ 0 to a random (50:50) distribution (Chi-square, *p* \< 0.001). However, when the proportion of rats with DIs \> or ≤ 0 was compared between the two phenotypes after collapsing the data in the three tasks, a significant difference emerged (Chi-square, *p* = 0.035). Insights into the origin of this effect can be obtained by comparing the DIs of Resilient and PTSD-like animals in the three tasks. As shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, differences in DIs relative to inter-individual variability seemed negligible in the NOR and EOR tasks, but substantial in the AOR task. Consistent with this, a Mann--Whitney U test comparing the DIs of Resilient vs. PTSD-like rats on the AOR task revealed a significant difference (*p* = 0.024) with PTSD-like rats exhibiting lower discrimination of the novel items than Resilient rats. Note that the trend apparent in the NOR task was driven by one extreme subject of the PTSD-like group that nearly spent all of the available time during the test phase exploring the familiar object. When this extreme subject was excluded, the trend vanished (DIs: PTSD-like 0.25 ± 0.17; Resilient 0.32 ± 0.16). Consistent with this, when we compared the proportion of PTSD-like vs. resilient rats with DIs \> or ≤ 0 in the NOR task, it did not approach significance (Fisher test, *p* = 0.28).

![**Differential exploration of novel vs. familiar items in the three tasks.** The bar graph illustrates the discrimination index of Resilient (blue) and PTSD-like (red) rats in the three tasks (NOR, left; EOR, middle; AOR, right). To compute the discrimination indices, we used exploration times during the first 1.5 min of the test phase.](fnbeh-06-00026-g0003){#F3}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Ethical limitations inherent to human studies hinder progress in understanding the pathophysiology of PTSD. One approach to circumvent this problem is to study this disorder in a valid animal model of the human syndrome, allowing the use of more invasive techniques than possible in humans. Accordingly, the present study aimed to assess the validity of a rodent model of PTSD, focusing on whether it reproduces the hippocampus-associated deficits seen in the human syndrome. Our results suggest that even prior to trauma, PTSD-like rats show a deficit in hippocampal-dependent functions, as reported in human PTSD. The significance of this observation is considered below.

Prior work on the lewis rat model of PTSD
-----------------------------------------

A promising line of animal research has focused on the impact of species-relevant threatening stimuli that mimic the type of life-and-death experiences known to precipitate PTSD in humans. It was observed that rodents exposed to predators or their odor develop enduring (≥3 weeks) signs of anxiety as determined with several behavioral assays such as the EPM, acoustic startle, and social interaction test (Adamec and Shallow, [@B2]; Blanchard et al., [@B4]; Adamec et al., [@B1]). As in human PTSD, differential susceptibility to predatory threat was seen in rodents. For instance, Cohen et al. ([@B9]) reported that following predatory threat, the incidence of extreme behavioral manifestations of anxiety varied markedly in different rat strains: 50% in Lewis rats compared to 20% of Sprague-Dawley and 10% of Fisher rats. The equal prevalence of susceptible and resilient subjects among Lewis rats led us to focus on this strain. We reasoned that because random groups of Lewis rats include a roughly equal proportion of susceptible and resilient subjects, fewer rats would have to be studied to compare the two groups on any dimension. This would be particularly advantageous for labor-intensive studies such as those relying on single-unit recordings in behaving animals.

Thus, in an earlier study (Goswami et al., [@B12]), we began assessing the validity of the Lewis rat model of PTSD. We first tested whether this model replicates the compromised ability of human PTSD subjects to extinguish conditioned fear responses, a trait thought to play a critical role in the persistence of PTSD (reviewed in Quirk and Mueller, [@B27]). Indeed, humans with PTSD exhibit an extinction deficit (Orr et al., [@B23]; Peri et al., [@B26]; Blechert et al., [@B6]; Milad et al., [@B18], [@B19]). Importantly, a study of identical twins discordant for trauma exposure revealed that this deficit develops as a result of trauma and does not predate it (Milad et al., [@B18]). Consistent with the human data, we observed that PTSD-like rats showed a clear extinction deficit if predatory threat occurred before, but not after, fear conditioning (Goswami et al., [@B12]). In contrast, the relative timing of predatory threat and fear conditioning did not change the properties of extinction in resilient rats (Goswami et al., [@B12]). This pattern of results suggested that the extinction deficit manifested by PTSD-like rats is not an antecedent condition but is acquired as a result of predatory threat, paralleling human findings.

Differential performance of resilient and susceptible rats in object recognition tasks
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A vast literature indicates that individuals with PTSD are impaired on hippocampal-dependent tasks (for instance, see Shin et al., [@B32]; Lindauer et al., [@B16]; Gilbertson et al., [@B11]; Thomaes et al., [@B34]; Hayes et al., [@B13]; reviewed in Samuelson, [@B28]). Moreover, studies of monozygotic twins discordant for combat exposure have revealed that hippocampal abnormalities *predate* onset of the disorder (Gilbertson et al., [@B10], [@B11]), in contrast with the fear extinction deficit (Milad et al., [@B18]). Therefore, the present study tested whether the Lewis rat model of PTSD reproduces the hippocampal deficit seen in human PTSD, and whether it can be detected before exposure to predatory threat.

To assess hippocampal functioning, we used three different recognition tasks (NOR, EOR, AOR) where subjects manifest that they have previously encountered objects or object-place configurations by preferential exploration of novel items. It should be mentioned that there is significant debate in the literature regarding the hippocampal dependence of the three tasks (Mumby, [@B20]; Langston and Wood, [@B15]). However, we note that recognition of item familiarity using an allocentric frame of reference, as in our AOR task, seems to be particularly dependent on hippocampal functioning in rats (Langston and Wood, [@B15]) and humans (Suthana et al., [@B33]). Importantly, the exploratory behavior of resilient and PTSD-like rats was indistinguishable in a novel OF and during the sampling phase of the three tasks. This suggests that there were no disparities between two rat groups in their initial object investigations. In contrast, during the test phase, the performance of PTSD-like rats was inferior to that of resilient rats, but only on the AOR task. That is, PTSD-like rats spent less time exploring the novel relative to the familiar object-place configuration than resilient rats. In light of prior work indicating that hippocampal functioning is especially critical for detecting familiarity in an allocentric spatial frame of reference (Langston and Wood, [@B15]; Suthana et al., [@B33]), these results support the notion that PTSD-like rats reproduce the hippocampal deficit seen in human PTSD.

Further support for the hippocampal-dependent nature of the AOR task can be found in the literature that explores the effects of stress on striatal- and hippocampal-dependent learning strategies (e.g., Packard and Wingard, [@B24]; Schwabe et al., [@B29]; Schwabe and Wolf, [@B31]). There is converging evidence that animals and humans show preference for striatal-dependent (or response learning), as opposed to hippocampal-dependent (or place learning) under conditions of stress. The mechanisms for this switch remain unclear but it is thought to be related to the release of stress hormones (Schwabe et al., [@B30]). While task completion in the present study preceded stress, these data support the idea that rats predisposed toward PTSD may already evidence a hippocampal deficit, which creates a preference toward striatal-dependent learning. Future studies should relate these behavioral findings to hippocampal volumes or other deficits to validate these findings.

While future studies should examine hippocampal and fear extinction deficits within the same rat sample, it is important to consider the impact of handling on the incidence of the PTSD-like phenotype. Indeed, because nearly half the PTSD-like rats are somehow protected against the long-term impact of predatory threat exposure when they are subjected to extensive handling prior to the stressor, such rats would be classified as Resilient, yet they might still exhibit hippocampal or extinction deficits. However, this remains to be determined. The same difficulty likely contributed to modest differences found between PTSD-like and resilient rats in the present study. These are critical issues that should be addressed in subsequent studies.

Nevertheless, combined with our prior findings on fear extinction (Goswami et al., [@B12]), the present results suggest that the Lewis rat model of PTSD has face validity. Therefore, comparing limbic neuronal interactions in resilient vs. at risk Lewis rats might shed light on the causes and pathophysiology of human PTSD.
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